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Context

• Two art & design Foundation programmes, c. 500 

students under one roof

• 100+ students per Foundation identified as needing 

language work

• Existing language teaching broadly speaking ‘embedded’ 

but ‘classroom based’

• A new plan: language tutors to go into the studio and 

work with students on language ‘in situ’



Theory

• Situated learning. “[L]earning as increasing 

participation in communities of practice.” (Lave & 

Wenger, 1991)

• Community Language Learning (e.g. Stevick, 1980)

• Language teaching in art & design universities: 

engagement, collaboration, embedding 

(e.g. Thomas et al, 2019)



“Come along any time. It’s really good for 

them to have another person to talk to.”

subject tutor



In studio e.g. 1

Writing: an art ‘manifesto’



In studio e.g. 2

Speaking about your work in progress



Students describe the studio visits

Because you just ask about how was 
our work going on and what is our 

idea, and you look at what we write 
and correct our grammar.

we were doing two project at 
same time […] I have to, I have 

to select one of them and I 
couldn’t understand much 

about it 

you go inside and ask our 
ideas and you give me some 
sentence, err, teach me how 

to, err, explain our ideas.

we talk about something



Initial reflections

• a word of warning?

• rebalancing “the fear factor”

• "I haven't heard these students talking about 
their work like this before"



Foundation in Art & Design at CSM

7.5 hours per week 4.5 hours per week



Foundation in Art & Design at CSM

FAD is made up of the following:

1. Diagnostic & specialist students 2. Four specialist curriculum areas

3. Multi specialist pathways
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Different Learning Cultures

• Studio vs academic rigor

• Leaving the table/room

• 5.0/5.5 want to leave 

• 7.0/7.5 want to join  



Teaching in the studio



Art and Design Methodologies



Art and Design Methodologies



Teaching vocabulary in the studio



Teaching vocabulary in the studio



Teaching EAP through Instagram



Reflecting Through Padlet



Moving forward – vocabulary focus 



Language ‘in situ’



Language ‘in situ’



Language ‘in situ’



Language ‘in situ’



Vocabulary notebooks



Schmitt and Schmitt (1995) argue that

keeping vocabulary notebooks is one way of

promoting learning independence.

Dickinson (1987) asks is it possible to

develop learners’ metacognitive knowledge of

learning processes through experimenting

with different ways of working on their

vocabulary notebooks?

Research underpinning vocabulary notebooks



A collaborative approach

LITERARY ARCHITECTURE

How many times have we paused while reading a book and had the feeling

that we were inside a structure built, knowingly or unknowingly, by the

writer? Not simply imagining the locations and architectural settings

described in the text, but rather sensing our being immersed in a space, a

literary space, designed by someone else.

Architectural metaphors are often used to describe literature, as in “the

architecture of a novel”. Similarly, in any architectural project there is an

inherent “narrative” structure, e.g. a sequence of spaces, surprises and

suspensions, hierarchies of space and function, and so on. By using

architecture to explore narrative we discover how many of the challenges

that writers face are similar to those of architects: How should different

strands of narrative be intertwined? How can chronology be rearranged in a

plot sequence? How is tension expressed? What do certain narrative

sequences and omissions convey or mean? How do characters connect?

Matteo Pericoli, 2019 
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